Delphiform lamp, undamaged

Intact.

H: 2.6 cm  L: 5 cm  Th: 0.3 cm  D: F: 1.1 cm  D: F: 1.4 cm  D: F: 0.9 cm

In dark, unknown fabric, probably local at SF with Event.

Black slip on top half and dribbling onto lower half.

Munsen: ND, Swnt

Leaf per Dor similar but nothing with matching sprouts deco.
Stand Lamp                   5 Fragments       Preserve whole profile ~ 1/2 circumference
in local fire (F) save for nozzle

in 6 wire or stand hole about foot ~ 1/2
of wall

H-3.1 cm  D swg 3.9 cm  D Foot 3.25 cm

The 0.3 cm  D swg 1.4 cm  PL-5.6 cm

Feltie local fire of SF pretty granular with a mottled red orange to dark brown slip

Fabric - 5YR 6/6  Slip - 2.5YR 4/6

II5 - Dor R-H P1995 Fig. 5,13: 8
Delphini form Lamp in Erart face fine - probably Sat or Sun
Complete.

H = 2.45 cm  L = 8.05 cm  D fill hole = 1.8 cm
D wide hole = 1.2 cm  D foot = 2.6 cm
Th = 0.15 cm

Send to
Finish 6th or LF with Strike sip on upper half

//Mandy at Dor, Kedesh. etc. 6/09 6004

Drawn by:  
Leaf:
Delphiniform lamp
Intact.

H - 2.25 cm  B - 8.9 cm  D fill hole - 1.7 cm
D. with hole - 1 cm  D. Foot - 2.9 cm  TC - 0.3 cm

Firer probably burnt LF or SF fired gray with fired black slip on upper half

No musell

sent for possible analysis

113-K09-003 and many others

Drawn by:  

Leaf:
K09  LOOS
Basket  CB2.5.222
Locus  CB25

Local Fix
Delphi Form Lamp

Intact saved for residue analysis

Split into 2 lakes

L - 8.7 cm  H - 2.0 cm  D. fill hole - 1.7 cm  D. nozzle - 1.3 cm

Th - 0.4 cm

Fabric - Local Fine gyttja granular texture

with orange red 5YR on upper half to dropping down into

lower half

Fabric - 5YR 6/4  Slip - 10R 4/4
K09 L006
Basket CB17.244
Locus CB17

Tracking # 6 24
Date 09 vi 09

of coastal fine
Local Fine North Moldmade Lamp.
Almost intact, missing end of nozzle

H-2.25cm PL-8.7cm Fill hole d-3.6cm Foot D-3.6cm

Th.-Nozzle 0.4 cm

Fabric- Local fine of mottled yellow to orange
Fairly granular fabric with occasional small white incluions
Covered in red-orange slip on upper half of exterior and
 dribbling onto lower half.

Fabric 5 YR 6/6 7/6
Slip 2.5 YR 4/8

Decoration- lines and leaves at nozzle

Dassel Fig 5, 16, 2 (the one mislabeled as 5.17) but where she
says wheelmade to it does not bear nozzle decoration
Attic Lamp Frag - wheelbase
1 frag of lamp top, preserved small portion of upper wall +
fill hole

PH - 1.55 cm Ext. D. fill hole - 2.5 cm Th - 0.5 cm

Fabric - Attic with lustrous black slip on interior + exterior

Harp - 5 YR 6 / 6

1/2 - None at hand (doesn't seem to show up at Des)
Delphiniform Lamp - Mold made intact lamp.

L - 8.9 cm  D. Fill hole - 1.7 cm  D. Wick hole - 1.1 cm

The 0.3 cm  D. Foot - 2.4 cm  H - 2.6 cm

Unknown fabric, heavily encrusted. Traces of burning around wick hole.

Mincell - M.D. not present

/\ Bos etc. - but none really match the deco too well

Deco - Tongues around Fill hole and bumps beyond them. Small vestigial bundle.
Howland Type 24 Lamp Base

Single sherd preserves ~ 1/2 circumferential foot and small portion of lower wall.

Dor type 4.1  Fig. 5:13:1
Howland Type 24 C Prime & Scheibler RSL 5
Date 420-290 BCE

At Dor it is found in Area CO, L663 which dates after 350 BCE.
PH. 3.3 cm  D foot - 5 cm  Th. 0.8 cm
K09 1010
Basket CB2.8.080
Locus CB28

Roman Lamp - Unknown Fabric
1 nozzle fragment, preserves entire nozzle, portion of wall, ~1/6

Ph. 1.5 cm D. nozzle. 0.9 cm, D. fill 0.3 cm. Th. 0.2 cm

Fabric unknown. Dark grey fabric with black slip on end and
dripping into interior.

Drawn by: 6/1

Leaf: None at hand
Hellenistic Black Glaze Wheelmade Lamp
1 frag of base + body, preserved 7/8 circumference of foot + much of base will

DIA - 2.7 cm Ext. D. foot - 4 cm Th - 0.3 - 0.4 cm

Fabric: hard fine slightly granular orange-red fabric with slightly metallic black slip on exterior. Ext. seems like Athenian except slip is metallic.

Fabric: 2.94 / 6 / 6

1/4 - No good matches at Dor